FTHD Tutorial – Getting Started
When the app is first launched, you will be in EDIT mode (there will be a small
icon in the lower left corner of the screen that indicates this).

From this screen, you can create new schedules or create from an existing
schedule by accessing the drop down menu in the upper right corner of the
screen (the green “+” symbol)

You can also access your schedules to edit them from this screen (referred to as
the “HOME SCREEN”) by tapping them.

This will allow you to add steps to your schedule by tapping the green “+” icon
under the schedule title.

From this screen, you can also edit individual steps within your schedule by
tapping the EDIT button under the schedule title. This will allow you to
rearrange the order of individual steps within a schedule, or delete them
entirely from your schedule (for information on how to do this, please refer to
the tutorials for those features)

To use your schedules once they are created, you must be in USER mode. To
enter this mode, tap the “Settings” menu, located at the lower right corner of
your screen (the circular gray icon).

Under “Lock/Hide Features,” slide the “Edit Mode” button to “OFF.” The “Edit”
button in the lower left corner will disappear. Tap “Done” to exit the Settings
menu and return to the home page.

Now that you are in USER mode, you can access and use individual schedules
by tapping them, which will bring up the schedule and enable viewing within
any of the 5 different user modes (located in the squares at the bottom of the
screen).

If you wish to use a timer with your schedule, go back into the Settings menu.
Scroll all the way to the bottom of the popup menu to “Timer Feature.” Tap the
area that says “No Timer,” to access the timer options (you can choose to time
an entire event or each step individually during a schedule). Tap “Done” when
finished.

To use the schedule with a timer, go into the desired schedule, where you will
see two new tabs appearing on either side of the screen. Tap the tab to the
right of the screen that says “Timer,” which will slide the timer out. There will be
two buttons under the timer, a green “Play” button and a blue “Reset” button.
The “Reset” button will reset all choice boards, timers, etc. within the schedule.

The OPTIONS tray (Labeled “Items”) will appear to the left of the screen. This is
where you will set your timer defaults for the event/steps within the event.
Tap the “Items” tab to pull out the Options tray and set timers.

If there is no “Reset” button located in the upper right corner of the screen, you
can make this feature visible outside of the timer function by going into the
“Settings” menu and sliding “Show Reset Button” to “ON.” Tap “Done,” and the
blue “Reset” button will show in the upper right corner of the screen in your
schedules when in User Mode.

At any time, you can tap the green “Home” button, located in the upper left
corner of the screen while in User Mode, which will bring you back to the main
screen.

**For further explanation of the functions and features of First Then HD, please
refer to their individual tutorials.

